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Introduction

Many people think that you need skills, e.g., in mathematics, or finance, or
good looks, good hair, a good physique, or perhaps the right connections -

This is all wrong, and what we tell poor people.

What you need is money.

(1) A totally out of context, nonsense chart, which is what you need for your pitch deck.

That’s right, if you’re already rich, then all you need to do next is -

(1) Pick a line of business that you want to, “disrupt”;

and,

(2) Hire crooked spies and cops, and maybe a few people fresh out of jail,
and ideally, a few crooked doctors as well.

You might say,

“That doesn’t make any sense, how will those things help me innovate?”

Here’s how:

Once you’ve completed Step (1), which might take a few days of doing co-
caine by your mom’s boyfriend’s pool, you’ll know what business line you want
to, “disrupt”, with my, “technology”, that I’ll describe below, which was previ-
ously Top Secret, but I don’t give a shit, so I’m gonna let you know about the
real technology that drives innovation in business -

(A) Heart attacks;

and,

(B) Diarrhea.

I know what you’re thinking -

“That’s ridiculous!”
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(2) Do you understand technology you fucking idiot?

Wrong.

This is business, and if you don’t think so, you’ll never be successful, and
you’re probably ugly.

If you want to be the mediocre child of a super rich guy, then you should
put this article down, and go rape whatever girls you planned to. But if you
want to be really successful, and rape thousands of women, wherever you want,
all the time, every fucking day, and never go to jail, ever, then you should keep
reading, which is boring, but I mean, doesn’t this sound awesome?

BOOM!
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The Basics

The first technology you need to master is the heart attack. This is the
fundamental piece of technology that drives innovation all over the world.

Check it out:

Because you’re rich, you can get all kinds of business cards and shit like
that printed out, get a nice website going on, get some bull shit copy written
by some class-A copyrighters, hire some gourmet design firm (rape their interns
if they’re hot, since you’re paying so much), and then throw a pitch deck to
someone in the line of business you decided upon during Step (1), not at the
C-suite level, but not far below that -

This is your target for the technology I’m dropping on you right now, who
we’ll call, “the pointman”.

(3) Do you understand my technology?

(1) Get a meeting, in person, ideally with the pointman, definitely no one
over his head.

Your idea will definitely suck, because you’re a fucking idiot, but that doesn’t
fucking matter, because of technology, which I’ll describe below.

(2) After they inevitably say no to whatever nonsense idea you’ve dropped
on their desk, you take your pointman (i.e., the non-exec but management-level
dude), and give his secretary a heart attack;

Then two days later, give his wife a heart attack;
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Then, another two days later, give his daughter a heart attack (it’s even
better if she’s like three years old, and it makes no sense at all).

How do you make this magic happen?

Technology:

You pay those crooked cops and spies, you fucking idiot, let those bitches
figure it out.

The only thing you need is results -

You want death certificates, and don’t take any excuses from those crooked
losers.

Then, just hit the pointman up one more time after a few funerals, and he’ll
get the message, don’t worry.

BOOM!
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Advanced Technology: Diarrhea

Now that you’ve got working seed capital for your personal technology, you’re
gonna need more money, because you want to get really rich, but you have no
ideas, because you’re a fucking idiot, so you need to again draw upon the power
of my technology -

You take your pointman, and you give him, personally, raging diarrhea for
months, without any explanation. Again, you have to use technology to make
this happen, which is why you got your bitches on the payroll.

(4) This is some advanced shit.

Don’t take any excuses from those crooked losers, because you want toilet-
cam pictures of the results.

Now, how does this technology translate into cash?

Ahh, good question, but if you didn’t think of that, don’t feel bad, because
this is advanced:

Once a day, you send your pointman an email, with something alluding to
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diarrhea, and I’ll give you a few for free -

(A) My sink is dripping non-stop, how bout yours?

(B) Just copped some Taco Bell, what are you about?

(C) Did you know that some foods are spicy both in and out?

That last one is a gem, so, be thankful. Throw your bitches a bonus if they
can make the diarrhea spicy on the way out, because you gotta take care of
your team, but don’t take their word for it, because they’re a bunch of corrupt
fucking losers, so you gotta have a little taste of the, “Diarrhea Sauce” yourself
to be sure. In fact, you should always taste it to be sure it’s not noticeable in
most foods, and this is the hard work of a true innovator, because otherwise,
check it out:

Pointman’s gonna figure out where the sauce is coming from -

You want constant, inexplicable diarrhea.

BOOM!
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Conclusions

So you thought success was about hard work, good schools, a solid bod, and
good skin, but fuck that shit, now you know what’s up -

Success is about technology.

If you want to disrupt a business, you need to be rich, and pay some fucked
up people to steal money from unsuspecting management-level personnel with
the authority to drop some serious cash on your bull shit ideas, and that my
friend, is how you will get away from your mom’s boyfriend’s pool, and start
raping people on a cosmic level.

BOOM!
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Bonus Technology: The Beat Down

You thought you were done, that you’ve mastered modern business technol-
ogy, but I’ve got another one for you -

Pay a crackhead fifty bucks to beat up pointman on the train.

What’s he gonna say? You did it? Of course not, and that’s what makes
this technology so powerful.

BOOM!
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Super Advanced Technology: Kidnapping

You’re a fucking idiot, your wife is hot, but she’s probably dumb too, so
you’ve got a problem, because your kid is gonna be a fucking idiot as well, but
the good news is, you’ve got something going for you:

You’re a total fucking piece of shit.

So I’ve got a solution, and it’s free, public domain:

Kidnap someone else’s kid, right out of the hospital, find some scientist
couple or some shit like that, like some NASA people, DARPA, whatever, swap
their baby out with yours, or someone else’s (who cares), and raise that other
kid like he’s yours. Who gives a shit if he looks nothing like you, you’re rich,
so no one will ask questions. However, if you want to take it to that next level,
have someone else raise the smart one, you keep the dummy, and just steal
whatever intellectual property the smart one comes up with, and give it to your
stupid kid. Put a camera in his head and stream whatever the nerd sees to a
laptop or some shit like that (I can hook it up in North Korea, through my guy
out there, he’s a sick fuck, got cats and turtles in jars hooked up to TVs with
wires and all that shit with their eyelids cut off).

And if the nerd doesn’t want to give up his shit, tries to fight you in court
or some garbage like that, just have someone accuse of him of rape, preferably
with some weird sex shit, or something like that, maybe give him a disease if
he’s a goody goody, whatever, who cares, we’ll figure it out, together, like a
team, because that’s why you pay me.

BOOM!
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About my business

You can apply the techniques I’ve outlined above to achieve powerful tech-
nological outcomes, but I’m also available on a consultant basis to help you with
your innovation needs, if you find yourself in a position that requires bespoke
solutions beyond the technology I’ve outlined above.

My contact information is below:

What’s up?

Office Phone (Global): +1 (800) BIZ-DUDE (toll-free worldwide, no magic
word, hits random payphones that crackheads answer all over the world to screen
and make sure that you’re a 100% legit piece of shit);

Mobile (U.S. only): +1 (917) BIZ-GOGO (just whisper the magic word,
“Rape”);

Public Restrooms (Global): Just whisper, “Innovation” under the stall,
they’ll know;

Website: Too exclusive, that’s for you peasants.

BTW If you got this shit, obviously, Top Secret, so don’t share this shit.


